At MAVERICK Technologies, we partner with you to identify your operational challenges and develop
solutions to overcome them. Whether you need holistic productivity improvements or enhancements in
a specific area like control system migration, you can depend on MAVERICK’s 400+ professionals and
experience gained through 17,500 projects to help you meet your goals.

Process-Driven
Approach
Our methodology is built
around problem identification
and comprehensive
solutions. We focus on
client requirements — not
technology — and getting
to the bottom of the
issues you’re experiencing.
Technology isn’t the solution;
it’s simply a tool to help us
achieve our goal of better
manufacturing.

OPERATIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES
Industrial Security
MAVERICK can help you assess and overcome
your security vulnerabilities, reducing your
exposure to attacks that could jeopardize your
safety, quality and intellectual property.

• Supply 24 / 7 / 365 monitoring and support
• Secure network design and segmentation
• Implement patch management

Automation Strategy
Our team partners with you to define
an automation strategy for your entire
enterprise — from plant floor controls strategies
to data integration for better business decision
making.

• Integrate systems across facilities
• Optimize processes for max. efficiency
• Achieve consistency in production

Productivity Improvement
Our experts identify key performance metrics
and apply a range of technologies that allow
you to track performance and realize true
continuous improvement.

• Improve visibility through KPI dashboards
• Increase asset and capacity utilization
• Reduce costs, variability and paperwork

Energy Optimization
MAVERICK can help identify opportunities
to improve your energy efficiency
and sustainability through a range of
enhancements.

• Perform on-site evaluations
• Optimize energy-generating processes
• Reduce energy consumption and
minimize carbon footprint

Safety, Security and Reliability
We’ll conduct EH&S reviews and provide the
training and guidance you need for ensured
safety and regulatory compliance.

• Understand current state of operations
• Benchmark to industry best practices
• Ensure compliance

Arc Flash Prevention
Our team uses state-of-the-art assessment
software to evaluate your risk for arc flash and
implement measures to keep your facility and
resources safe.

• Assess and mitigate risk
• Make improvements and train staff
for ensured safety
• Provide ongoing maintenance and support

DCSNext® Solutions
Our DCS migration process combines a
comprehensive analysis of your challenge with
a phased approach to execution — all while
ensuring that you are implementing the most
cost-effective, innovative solution.

MAVERICK is
recognized by

• Vendor agnostic, DCS platform evaluations
• Leverage the latest DCS technology to
improve productivity and maximize ROI
•S
 upport to minimize total cost of ownership

MAVERICK TECHNOLOGIES

CASE STUDY: UTILITY ‐ POWER

BOP DCS Migration in Combined Cycle Power Facility
MAVERICK performed a complete balance of plant (BOP) DCS migration from Westinghouse WDPF
to PlantPAx control system. Utilizing the DCSNext® process, the MAVERICK team delivered
enhancement in operation control and on time restart of the facility after the I/O cutover.

Operational Consulting — Case Studies
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Main Objective

Chemical Processing

The customer partnered with MAVERICK to perform a DCS

BOP DCSmigration
Migration
inproprietary
Combined
of an existing
Westinghouse WDPF
BOP control system to a non‐proprietary control system
Cycle Power
Facility
without any scheduled outage of the facility. A Human

Oil & Gas

Large American Brewery Performs Water Usage Study
Pulp, Paper & Wood

Machine Interface (HMI) for systems outside of the BOP
Utilizing the
DCSNext process, the MAVERICK team
was to be incorporated into the new control system.
performed a complete balance of plant (BOP) DCS
Customer Results
migrationThefrom
Westinghouse
WDPF
to PlantPAx control
customer
experienced no unscheduled
outages during
the migration process,
and the facilityenhancement
started up on
system. MAVERICK
delivered
in operation
schedule. The facility ramped to full power on the first day
of operation.
There have
been fewer
due toafter
the
control and
on-time
restart
ofoutages
facility
I/O cutover.

Food & Beverage

& Utilities
A large brewery partnered with MAVERICK to perform a waterPower
balance
and usage study.
enhanced control and speed of the control system.

Application Description

 The BOP includes the following units:
•
•
•
•
•

Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG)
De‐aerator and Feed Water System
Gas Compressor System
Compressed Air System
Water Treatment Plant

Read
CaseObjective
Study
Main

of the new BOP DCS platform:
 Features
The
main
objective of this assessment was to provide investigative and evaluation services to per
• State of the art hardware
• Open control networks
water• Hardware
balance
study
at the brewery, including investigation of how to reduce and utilize all reclai
availability
in nearby cities
• Replacement of I/O and processors during operations
Large
American
Brewery
Performs
produced.
• Microsoft desktop and server operating systems
• WorldStudy
class historian server
Water Usage

• HART smart transmitter capable I/O
systems migrated into the PlantPAx DCS include the
 Non‐BOP
A large brewery partnered with MAVERICK to perform
following units:
The
DCSNext process began with a comprehensive analysis of the
 existing
Customer
Results
• Turbine Control
a water
balance
and
usage study. The study concluded
control system:
• Water Distiller Plant
• Ammonia Chiller Plant

• MAVERICK's Westinghouse WDPF engineers analyzed the
thatMAVERICK
the brewery
has
the potential
to realize substantial
existing system
and developed athe
functional
specification. in a report that
finalized
results

outlined the team’s findings and recommendation
operations and
staff. A new and
reportcustomer’s
consisted
ofmaintenance
a breakdown
of water usage in the brewhouse, the powerhouse, and the fillin
gallons of water
per day.
enhanced functional
specification was then developed for
Decreasing availability of hardware
the BOP DCS
system.
Serviceability issues
packaging
areas.
Specific
opportunities
to reduce the amount of reclaim water produced and util
Proprietary networks
Read Case
• The Study
Wonderware HMI applications for the turbine control,
Proprietary operating system with no vendor support existing
chiller
and
distillation
plant
were
also
migrated
into
the
reclaim water were detailed. Opportunities involving the production and utilization of re
PlantPAx DCS system.
Failed historian server
No automated report generation
water
could
result in savings of over 250,000 gallons of water per day. Additionally, substantial e
Downtime issues
Major
Petroleum
Refinery
Converts
to by utilizing heated reclaim water instead of discharging it.
savings
could
also be
realized

customer needed a BOP DCS system migration for the
energy savings,
as awell
asat savings
than 250,000
• The team took
fresh look
plant operationsof
withmore
the
 The
following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Digital Automation System

The facility needed to migrate from its Honeywell and

Moore DCS systems to an integrated Emerson DeltaV
Application Description
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platform as the first phase of a plant-wide modernization



The team converted the daily totalized flow meter read
project. Using
DCSNext
process,
The average and maximum
total the
daily
brewing
waterMAVERICK
used in completed
flow
the
migration
as
requested,
with
a
clean
implementation
of rates and developed the overall water balance. On
the various areas was determined by taking into account
the client’s control strategy.
water
balance was analyzed, the discrepancies in the fl
brewhouse capacity, brew recipes, press / pack requirements
balance were evident and highlighted the loss areas.
Readrequirements.
Case Study
and clean‐in‐place (CIP)

potential opportunities for water savings were id
capacity was calculated by identifying the number
 Many
 Brewhouse
including
the following:
of brews per day and by choosing a representative brew
recipe. Reclaim water is water used in the brewing process
which is not specifically part of the brew itself. The amount of
reclaim water was determined per brew. This water is
Live Chat
MAVERICK Locations
reclaimed and stored locally in the brewhouse and also in the
Talk to a MAVERICK expert
Find your closest
powerhouse.
about
your specific application.
MAVERICK office.

top operational issues.



Founded in 1999, MAVERICK is a platform-independent systemsThe
integrator
North America,
and is atrips
globalto
leader
studyinconsisted
of onsite
the brewery and
in industrial automation, enterprise integration, sustaining services and strategic manufacturing solutions for clients
time
reviewing
gathered
information,
researching solu
across a wide range of manufacturing and process industries. With more than 400 professionals on staff at 21+
determining
recommendations.
locations, we work with clients across a wide range of manufacturing
and process
industries — from life science to
oil and gas to food and beverage. Our people, process and technical capabilities ensure delivery of the right solution,
using the most appropriate technology.
In summary, through the utilization of heated reclaim w

requirements were based on the number of brewhouse
 CIP
vessels, wash frequency, flow rate, and duration of CIP circuit
steps.

insightwater.
into today’s
creation ofGain
reclaim

o The team determined that utilizing reclaim wate
areas can reduce the need for purchased plant w
Those areas included pasteurizer makeup, altern
reclaim tank makeup, filtered water for keg wash
seal water for pumps.

distances and size of transfer piping between major pieces
 The
of brewery equipment were identified. The volumes of transfer
piping were calculated. Using the volumes and frequency of
use it was possible to determine the press / pack
®
requirements.
About MAVERICK Technologies

o Eliminating cooling of the mash water in the bre
will reduce the creation of reclaim water.
Latest
o Optimization
of theThinking
mash water coolers will redu

process flow diagrams (PFDs) and piping and
 place of plant and filtered water, as well as the reducti
 Utilizing
instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) along with totalized data for
Corporate Headquarters | 265 Admiral Trost Drive | Columbia, IL 62236

existing flow meters located throughout the facility, it was
possible to analyze losses of reclaim water in the process.

The MAVERICK Difference

reclaim water creation, the brewery has the potential t
substantial energy savings and savings of over 250,000
water per day.

To learn more,
visit mavtechglobal.com
or call 888.917.9109

MAVERICK’s extensive brewing experience allowed the team to analyze specific areas where reclaim water

